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What are clients looking for from
is a strategic, results-oriented publicity and media their public relations and communications
relations company. They are creators of innova- partner?
tive publicity opportunities and communications
More than ever, clients are facing an increassolutions that support the full range of client ob- ingly complicated world, and navigating that
jectives. In addition, they are expert at crisis man- through communications has become equally
agement and financial relations, and serve as confusing. Therefore, more and more, the work
counselors on image management and corpo- we do is about serving as trusted counsellors and
rate citizenship. With a roster of over 450 clients guides for not just what to say but what to do.
served by a staff of more than 180 professionals, We’re not simply megaphones for publicity.
they represent a wide spectrum of clients, includWhat do you tell young people about the
ing global corporations, media and entertainment type of career that the public relations induscompanies, sports teams, financial services organi- try offers and is top talent coming into the
zations, real estate concerns, educational and cul- industry?
tural institutions, law firms, healthcare providers,
This is something I address with our staff
not-for-profit organizations, business executives all of the time. I’ve been doing this a long time,
and public figures.
and part of what I love to do is to inspire young
people to have the kind of gratifying career that
Rubenstein works with many of the leading I’ve been able to enjoy. Public relations is an
companies in New York. Does the firm spe- honorable profession, or at least it can be. This
cialize in working with specific industries or was not the case when I started. Press agents, as
do you cover a broad range of sectors?
they were called in those days, were more husOver the years, we have developed expertise tlers than professionals. It didn’t seem like an
across most sectors, including real estate, enter- honorable way to make a living, but my father
tainment, sports, culture, crisis, legal, technology, encouraged me to try to make PR honorable.
and civic/philanthropic. We have talented senior He said something to me that I repeat at every
staff with deep roots in each sector.
staff meeting we have: “Draw an ethical line
How do you define the true value and and do not cross it.” That sounds so simple,
impact of a public relations and communica- but you’d be surprised at how many people do
tions firm?
not follow that advice. For the young people at
We’ve always defined success as the im- our firm, I always tell them that no client and
pact we make to advance our clients’ core goals. no result is worth our good name or their good
Sometimes that means a financial impact – com- name. I will always back people up for staying
munications tactics that result in sales of a product on the ethical side of the street.
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How critical is pro bono work to the culture of the firm?
Ever since I started in this business, I’ve done
a great deal of work for people and causes that
make our world a better place. Those engagements are their own reward. I find that people
who do pro bono work at our firm, whether it’s
the High Line or Code.org, say that it is among the
most satisfying work they do.
Are you surprised to see how New York
has become a hub for entrepreneurial companies and start-ups, and what advantages does
the city offer these emerging companies?
New York has always been at the forefront of
innovation and entrepreneurialism. I think it stems
from a number of factors: the terrific education
base here with some of the best universities in the
world; a steady stream of immigrants determined
to work harder than anyone to be successful; and
the concentration of the population here creates a
certain energy and serendipitous interaction that
leads to great things. There’s nothing like this city.
You are engaged in the Partnership for
New York City, which is made up of the leading executives and companies in New York.
What makes the Partnership so effective and
how do you define its importance for New
York City?
The Partnership’s effectiveness stems from
the complete commitment these amazing leaders make to our city – and their willingness to
set aside their parochial interests for the betterment of this city. This dynamic, which has been
fostered so effectively by its CEO Kathryn Wylde
for 14 years, is what makes it such a powerful
civic body.
What keeps the public relations business so exciting and dynamic for you after
all these years?
I’ve been in PR for more than 60 years, and
it has never stopped being exciting. At first, it was
the excitement of helping to create a profession
that didn’t really exist. As I started to become successful and build relationships in politics, business, and philanthropy, I realized I could make
a real impact and solve bigger societal problems
by bringing together people from these different
worlds. I was not only a PR guy; I became a connector, and that was very satisfying. The excitement now is in hopefully inspiring the people in
our company to take up this mantel and take us
to new heights. I continue to be extremely dedicated to this business and to communications as
a profession.
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